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How can

become the leading online retailer
for Home and Living products in Thailand?

Leverage Lazada’s key strengths
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Lazada can leverage its key strengths as a leading e-commerce ecosystem to differentiate Lazmall in
the saturated Home and Living online market
Lazada’s key strengths as a leading e-commerce ecosystem…

Network of
100m monthly
active users

Products across 6,000
brands with
user reviews

Competitive
pricing on branded
products

Logistics fulfilment
network backed
by Alibaba

Ecosystem of
Shoppertainment
platforms

,,,positions them well to differentiate Lazmall from its competitors and be the leading Home and Living online retailer

Big Box e-commerce retailers:

Lazada’s
competitive
advantage

Exclusive furniture stores:

1

Ability to leverage ‘Shoppertainment’ strategy to
engage with consumers

2

Superior logistics fulfilment in reach and speed

Lazada’s
competitive
advantage

1

Wider range of products which provides consumers
with more choice on style, price, and quality

2

More customer reviews available for consideration

Source: Case files, Bangkok Post, Lazada Investor Day 2020
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Lazmall must align its offerings with the demands of millennial and first jobber consumers the ages of
20 to 35 to realise the most impact for growth of the platform
Focusing recommendations on the millennial (20-35 years old) demographic will generate the most impact

61.9%

of Millennials shop online,
compared to 32.6% of Generation
X (37-56 y.o.) and 5.3% of Baby
Boomers (57-76 y.o.)

Millennials are trendy, and
purchase new home and living
items for their rooms and new
homes more frequently

Culturally, Thai millennials
often make household
purchasing decisions to take
care of their families

Low Risk
Authenticated products,
and convenience to return at no cost

Convenience

Experience

Ease and speed of
purchase and delivery

Ability to feel the product and
visualise it before purchase

2

Reviews
Access to a variety of
customer opinions and photos

1

3

4

Millennial decision
factors for Home and
Living shopping

Price
Finding the competitive
comparisons and getting the
best deal

5

Source: Case files, Janio, SCB Intelligence Center
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How can
become the leading online retailer
for Home and Living products in Thailand?

REVOLUTIONISING THE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
1.
LAZMALL
MVP

2.
LAZADA
BETTER THAN REALITY

Mitigate the pain points in the consumer
purchasing journey by giving them the tools to
match their product preferences, view products
in their living space, and purchase with ease

Marketing campaign to promote Lazada as the
number one go-to marketplace for Home and Living by
showcasing Lazmall’s seamless customer journey and
introducing the ‘LazHomes’ game which rewards players
with LazCredits

19%

Market Share by
2025

INTRODUCTION

14%

LAZMALL MVP

Revenue increase
by 2025

BETTER THAN REALITY

฿340m
TIMELINE

5 Year NPV

IMPACT
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1.

2.

LAZMALL
MVP

LAZADA
BETTER THAN REALITY
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Lazada can differentiate itself through solving key Thai e-commerce customer concerns
There are two risks to Lazmall’s market share

1

2

Consumers purchasing from competitors

Consumers being deterred by e-commerce risks

Analysing Thai Consumer Purchasing Experience Opportunities for Lazada

M
Panida, 26

1. Match with product

V
2. View product in space

P
3. Purchase product confidently

Lazada can increase furniture penetration through solving key Thai–specific eCommerce concerns
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Lazada has an opportunity to improve furniture eCommerce uptake by improving its user review tools
1. Match

Thai Consumer Analysis

89%

Thai consumers
search for buyers’
information about
product in reviews

P

V

M
53%

Current Offering Provides Opportunity for Improvement
Strong buyer volumes
offering reviews
ensures quantity of
feedback

Thai consumers
rely on user
product
reviews

Lack of quantitative
metrics to filter and
compare qualitative
feedback

With in-depth product descriptions, and user reviews…
my sales increased 30%.

- Praponsak Kumpolpun, L’Oreal Thailand Senior E-Commerce
Manager

Recommendation

We propose improving the user review features to offer more value and useful detail to consumers like Panida to engage with

Source: AusTrade Thailand Ecommerce, Deloitte Thailand
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Adding reviewer metrics to the Lazada app will generate significant value to prospective Thai
customers
Review metrics are essential to useful reviews
Adding review metrics function to the toolkit that the
Lazada community of reviewers can utilize
Key metrics which define furniture and homewares
products can be reviewed upon
Customers will be able to search, sort and match with
the products that match the best with their chosen criteria
Key review metrics will include…
Metric

Why it will be useful for Thai Consumers

Comfort/material

Consumers can get quantifiable information
about quality to add a trusted sense of feel

Firmness/softness

Consumers can find the most relevant furniture
that suits their body or space needs

Quality

Prospective buyers can make buying decisions
based on peer metrics about quality

Convenience

Ratings for convenience of homewares can be
compared, sorted and evaluated for decision

INTRODUCTION

LAZMALL MVP

Customers will be able to search, sort and match with the
products that match the best with their chosen criteria

BETTER THAN REALITY
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By ensuring that consumers can better match their preferences to products, Lazmall can drive more
customers onto their platform for Home and Living products
1. Match

GIVES THEM WHAT THEY WANT

CREATING DIFFERENTIATION

Caters to Thai consumer desire for
user-generated reviews

DRIVING BUYERS TO LAZMALL
Drives Thai consumers towards Lazmall
and away from competitors

Provides new tools to quantify buyer
opinions on products

Distinguishes Lazada as the richest
source of homeware and furniture ecommerce reviews

Reduce decision-making barriers for
Thai consumers by providing peers’
reviews

Leverages Lazada’s leading vast existing
reviewer base will magnify the quantity of
data compared to other stores

INTRODUCTION

P

V

M

LAZMALL MVP

BETTER THAN REALITY

Drives purchasing through reducing
perceived risk, increasing information
about the real products

Increased speed and convenience of
sorting for appropriate home and
furniture goods

TIMELINE
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Creating an augmented reality product visualization tool in the Lazada App will mitigate a key pain
point of furniture shopping for Lazmall customers

M

1. Match

2. View

Thai eCommerce users prefer to visualise furniture

P

V

Lazada can solve this with an AR product visualization tool

Key risk for purchasing furniture online is whether it will fit
in a customer’s space

Consumers access an
augmented reality viewer
through Lazada app

Visualizing homeware and furniture is a key reason many
Thai consumers prefer in-store experience
Reduce risks and increase certainty when purchasing
homewares and furniture online

Consumers can visualize the
product in their own space

There is strong evidence of AR support in Thailand
Thai Consumers Interested in AR Shopping
Not Interested

11%

Interested

89%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Provides spatial-measurement
to ensure the size-appropriate
products are purchased

Source: Inside Retail, Forbes
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LazadAR will enable consumers to visualize and measure furniture options within their own space
LazadAR 1.0 Launch

Panida’s coffee table choice

Adding an AR function to Lazada app whereby customers
can visualize their desired furniture in their own space
Phone camera will provide to-scale measurements to
ensure the product fits in their space
Customers can re-evaluate their choices and confirm
whether they have made the best choice
Will be developed by Lazada through…
Leveraging Alibaba’s investment into AR company Perfect Corp
TaoBao’s Taobao Buy software capabilities

Click here for AR

Capitalising on key learnings from Lazada x L’Oreal AR
collaboration

3. Evaluate
2. Place the product

Product scans will be provided by suppliers and by Lazada through
acquired technologies

1. Choose your product

Source: Inside Retail, Forbes
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LazadAR can maintain its competitive edge by further developing the tool further in the future
LazadAR 2.0
Continuing to innovate the LazadAR platform in the
medium-term to offer more functionality
Developing the AR platform to include whole-room
scans to plan out an entire room at once
Customers will be able to design their room from start
to finish, leveraging an immersive AR room planner

1. Scan whole room

2. Design space

3. Save and buy

Impact of Lazada’s Augmented Reality Tool

Building trust and comfort for
Thai consumers purchasing
furniture online

Reducing risks and
barriers for millennials to
buy furniture online

Drive confidence in
purchasing online, driving
sales for Lazada businesses

Source: Deloitte Thailand
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Lazada can enhance Thai consumers’ willingness to purchase by streamlining the returns process
1. Match

M

V

2. View

What Thai Consumers Want

3. Purchase

Lazada can foster confident purchasing by Thai consumers

Thailand Consumer Barriers to ECommerce
Fear Receiving Incorrect Item

Complication

New Lazmall Return
Guarantee

Under current policy, items
must have original seal and
no damage

Items can be opened and still
returned within the time
period

However, furniture and
homewares items must be
opened to try them

All furniture items will be
eligible for Lazada’s signature
bulky item pick-up

51.10%

Lack of Trust in Online Retailers

58%

0%

10%

20%

30%

P

40%

50%

Panida and consumers see significant risks…
Big-ticket furniture items are viewed as investments by
Thai consumers and are rarely replaced
High perception of risk when purchasing expensive items
online with no return guarantee
Simplified returns solutions encourage consumer
purchases

Lazada can significantly enhance consumer purchase motivation by

Source: Deloitte Thailand
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Creating the tools for customers to match, view and purchase products and revolutionize their
customer experience will position Lazmall as the MVP of online Home and Living shopping

Match

M

Improving customers’ product research process by
adding key metrics to reviews

Panida

View

V

Augmenting customer experience through LazadAR
app feature for augmented reality

P

Happy Lazmall
Customer

Purchase

Reducing barriers preventing Thai consumers
purchasing through easier return policy

Lazmall will be the Most Valuable Player of online furniture shopping in Thailand
Source: Twitch TV
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1.

2.

LAZMALL
MVP

LAZADA
BETTER THAN REALITY
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By clearly identifying the key values of Lazmall’s target market, Lazmall can leverage their value
propositions to present their brand as the go to lifestyle shopping platform
Better Than Reality Marketing Campaign

Millennials Key Values
Variety: They compare among the variety of products
available to select the best option for them

1

Messaging:
Promoting Lazmall’s core value propositions to ensure
clear communication

Applicability: 80% of millennials say they will more
likely purchase a brand if they can ‘experience it first’

Authenticity

Societal Views: 90% of consumers would rather listen
to their peers recommendations than TV ad

Initiatives:

2

Lazmall Value Proposition

100% Authenticity Guarantee Policy

3

Product Range

Customer-centric

Social media

LazHome

campaign

design game

Goal:
Position Lazmall as the number 1 go-to Home and Life
shopping e-commerce platform in Thailand

Over 6,000 international and local brands

Better than Reality

Customer-centric focus
Source: Marketingignite, Lazada, Forbes
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Utilising short video clips on Facebook, Line and LazLive to clearly portray engaging, relatable, and
Lazmall’s customer-centric approach will drive awareness
Branding communication mechanisms
Short Video Clips

If brand communication is seen as
‘human’, customers are 1.6 times more
likely to make a purchase and 1.8 times
more likely to recommend that particular
brand.

Short and engaging 15-30 seconds

Relatable to the everyday millennial

- Forrester Consulting

Creating a story which highlights
Lazmall’s customer-centric approach
Medium of Communication

mobile users in
92% OfThailand
have FB

13.7
million

Users in Thailand
are between the
ages of 25-34.

80

downloaded
#1 most
app in Thailand
downloads
44 User
in Thailand

million

+ annual active
users

in YoY
20% Growth
conversion rate

million

Source: Lexiconthai; Lazada; Forester
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By creating a short compelling ‘humanized’ story, Lazmall can showcase their customer-centric
shopping experience to promote Lazmall as the go-to Home and Life shopping platform in Thailand

Everyday Millennial

Scrolling through Lazmall

INTRODUCTION

Utilising Augmented Reality

LAZMALL MVP

Purchasing Lazmall product

BETTER THAN REALITY

Instant Delivery

TIMELINE

Beautiful Home

IMPACT
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Incorporating gamification with the introduction of ‘LazHome’ will drive customer engagement through
utilising Lazmall products to ‘design your dream home’
Why Gamification?

88%

would opt for the brand that
offers a gamified customer
experience

Envision

Create

the idea of being

fun, engaging, and playful
is important to Thai culture

Review

Share

85%

Vote

would be willing to pay
slightly higher prices for a
gamified experience

Compete

Source: Masci-sis
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Analysis has shown that marketing campaigns shaped by tangible value, store credit and competitions
have fostered ideology of being ‘front of mind’ in e-commerce purchasing decisions
Key drivers

Why are these key drivers?

Incorporated into LazHome

Tangible Value

Trust
70% of consumers think that
advertising is often untruthful

Combination of reviews from other
consumers and LazLive influencers

Credit and
Discounts

Sales
88% of Thai consumers aged 24 – 32,
said they would more likely buy
brands with a reward system

Through LazHome consumers can earn
credit and discounts that can be spent
directly on LazMall

Competition

Engagement
Thai sentiment towards the word
‘play’ with the idea of being fun,
engaging and playful – something
that sits closely with Thai Culture

With the introduction
a leadership board

Through incorporating and capitalizing key purchasing decisions into the LazHome there are mutually beneficial outcomes for the consumer
and LazHome
Source: Diva-portal, Dombrowski Study; Masci-sis
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‘Lazada, Better Than Reality’, will drive satisfaction to both the consumer and brands

Consumers

1

2

Playful

A fun way to discover and plan
your dream home to assist in the
consumers purchasing decisions

Brands

3

Humanised

Comparability

Allows for direct and easy
comparison of products and
other consumer interests

Directly applicability and
tangibility to the consumers
current lifestyle

By utilising Lazada’s current branding team to go out and pitch directly to brands, the key message should focus on….

Environmental Uncertainty

Unique Reach

Greater exposure

With the rise and presence of COVID-19 there is uncertainty with the longevity of
brick and mortar stores, and it is pivotal that brands embrace e-commerce

Through augmented reality and gamification, Lazmall reaches customers in a unique and
memorable way that will enhance the customer experience

Cross-utilization of Lazada platforms, LazGames and LazLive, will provide brands with
exposure to greater markets

Source: Bangkok Post
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Emphasis on Lazmall’s value propositions of a customer centric focus to create a customer journey that
will put Lazmall front of mind in Home and Lifestyle purchases

Ploy, Age 27 is
scrolling through her
Facebook newsfeed

INTRODUCTION

Ploy comes across our
short clip that illustrates
Lazmall tangibility
through Lazmall

LAZMALL MVP

Downloads Lazada to
then be able to create
her profile and
engage with LazHome

BETTER THAN REALITY

As she is creating her
dream home, she
notices a coffee table
that she has recently
thought of purchasing

TIMELINE
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Emphasis on Lazmalls value propositions of a customer centric focus to create a customer journey that
will put Lazmall front of mind in Home and Lifestyle purchases

฿

฿
฿
฿

฿

Clicking on the
product and dragging
this into her dream
home, reviews pop up
with a direct link to
Lazmall

INTRODUCTION

Ploy reads the reviews
and tests the
augmented reality
function in her
bedroom

LAZMALL MVP

Seeing the physical
resemblance in her
room, Ploy purchases
the coffee table using
credits earnt from
LazHome

BETTER THAN REALITY

Ploy’s coffee table is
delivered the next day
and is now displayed
in her beautiful home

TIMELINE

IMPACT
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The combination of these actions raise the brand presence and create tangible financial value for
Lazmall

Greater customer reach

Emphasising Lazmall’s strengths through engaging graphic
designs and short video clips on growing social media platforms

Gamifiying LazHome to create a playful and personalized
experience maintaining engagement via leaderboards

LazHome player
base

Broader brand awareness
Directly pitching to brands demonstrating with environmental
uncertainty, unique methods of reach and cross-utilisation of platforms,
Lazmall has significant value

LAZMALL MVP

BETTER THAN REALITY

Additional purchase
transactions generated by
2023

30k

Increase customer engagement

INTRODUCTION

245k

TIMELINE

฿690m

Total marketing derived
revenue by 2025

IMPACT
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TIMELINE & IMPACT
Where will this take Lazada
in the next 5 years?

26

Lazada will be able to implement Lazmall MVP and Better Than Reality throughout the next three years.
Initiatives

2021

2022

2023

MVP

Developing review metrics
LazadAR product visualization tool

Better Than
Reality

Return strategy
Advertisement production
LazHome game development
Upgrading advertisements and game features
Review metrics
tool launched
Legend
Evaluation Point
Implementation
Execute pending success
INTRODUCTION

LazadAR 2.0
LazadAR 1.0 &
launched
LazHome launched
Immediate Next Steps…

1

2

Scope impactful review
metrics

Start recruiting process for
product return strategy team

LAZMALL MVP

BETTER THAN REALITY

3

TIMELINE

Begin discussions with
Alibaba on AR development
IMPACT
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Lazada can expect strong financial results through the implementation of Lazmall MVP and Better Than
Reality
Profit and Loss Breakdown

Drivers

Revenue vs Costs vs Profit

1

12% increase in Revenue from an improved
customer experience

2

3% Click Through Rate and 3.2% Conversion
Rate on Social Media Marketing

3

฿190m invested in CAPEX during 2021

฿2
฿2
฿1

Baht Million

฿1
฿1

฿1

฿1

฿1

฿1

Outcomes

฿1

2

3

4

5

-฿1
-฿1

-฿1

1

15% Profit Margin in 2025

2

14% increase in Lazada Home and Living
Revenue by 2025

-฿1
-฿1

-฿2

Total Revenue

Total Costs

-฿1

-฿1

FCF

Key Metrics
5Y NPV

฿340m
INTRODUCTION

Assumptions

Market Share

Payback Period

19%

3 years

LAZMALL MVP

BETTER THAN REALITY

1

A WACC of 11.6% was calculated

TIMELINE

IMPACT
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How can
become the leading online retailer
for Home and Living products in Thailand?

REVOLUTIONISING THE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
1.
LAZMALL
MVP

19%

Market Share by
2025

INTRODUCTION

2.
LAZADA
BETTER THAN REALITY

14%

LAZMALL MVP

Revenue increase
by 2025

BETTER THAN REALITY

฿340m
TIMELINE

5 Year NPV

IMPACT
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What other strategies were considered?
Impact

Impact

Mitigating pain points in
consumer purchasing
experience
Social media
marketing
Create an AI shop
attendant / interior
designer
Sponsoring a home
makeover reality
show to feature
LazMall products
Create artificial
influencer profile to
market LazMall Home
and Living products

Creating a
room design
game

Financial impact

40%

Increase in sales

30%

Increase in LazMall visits and
browsing

10%

New brands onboarded

20%

Feasibility
Tool to compare
and contrast
products on LazMall

Feasibility
APPENDIX

Cost of establishment

35%

Use of existing capabilities

30%

Uptake

35%
31

What are some key strategic risks and their associated mitigation strategies?

High

Risk

Mitigation

1

Competitors will develop the same
customer-facing tools to improve
customer purchasing experience

Lazada can leverage existing
leadership in e-commerce in SEA
and its first-mover advantage in the
live commerce space to maintain
loyalty and continually innovate

2

The incorporation of review metrics
on Lazmall products may alienate
brands due to high visibility of
product faults

Software design to ensure that Clout
can only be earnt once per follow –
and mitigate bot behaviour

3

Security concerns with LazadAR
2.0’s data storage of scanning
personal homes

Emphasise that images of scanned
rooms and homes will not be stored
permanently in LazadAR 2.0’s
system

4

As physical retail shopping returns,
Lazmall may decline in popularity as
an avenue for shopping for Home
and Living

The tools created like review metrics
and AR visualization are an investment
which will increase the popularity of
shopping for Home and Living
products online

Strategic Risks

Probability

1

4
3
2

Low
Low

Impact

High

APPENDIX
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What are some other key risks and their associated mitigation strategies?
Risk

Mitigation

5

Malfunctions with LazadAR tools
which hinder customers from
receiving an accurate depiction of
what a piece of furniture looks like
in their room

Create maintenance team to work
on bug fixes of LazadAR 1.0 and 2.0,
and dedicated customer team to
respond to user concerns

6

Issues with LazHome game crashing
or other bug issues

Leverage existing experience in
developing LazGames and attach
dedicated maintenance team to
improve LazHome

7

Cultural issues stemming from the
LazHome gamification model where
people might perceive Lazada as
promoting gaming habits

Make sure the LazStar structure is
transparent for the general public
so incoming presenters can aim for
high quality streams

Operational Risks

6
5

7

Low
Low

Impact

High

Social Risks

Probability

High

APPENDIX
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Who are Lazada’s main competitors?

Source: AusTrade

APPENDIX
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How does our strategy capitalize on the Thai e-commerce and retail trends as a result of the COVID-19
pandemic?

COVID-19 has emphasised the need for retailers
to move to e-commerce

38%

of lifestyle brands indicated that they
would focus on increasing their
online sales capacity

22%

of lifestyle brands indicated that they
would consolidate their brick and
mortar store footprint

E-commerce is the future for Home and Living retail, so putting in the
steps to revolutionize this customer experience is an important
response to COVID-19 and for the long-term trend of the industry
Source: Case files, Bangkok Post

APPENDIX
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How will 3D images be sourced and onboarded for the AR platform?
By Individual Retailer

By Lazada

• Can be done with a modern smartphone
• iPhone has in-built depth sensors
• Cost and time-efficient method of
onboarding retailers’ products

• Can be done to mitigate risk of individual
retailer not self-scanning products
• Lazada can onboard these capabilities at little
cost given the lack of a need for special
scanning equipment

APPENDIX
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Case studies of AR visualisation

APPENDIX
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Alibaba/Lazada involvement in AR

Perfect Corp.

Pictured: Perfect Corp. existing AR capabilities
Source: Bloomberg, Deal Street Asia

APPENDIX
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Lazmall’s current review system

Lazmall’s current review system has scope to increase
the depth of review metrics and offer better value to
review readers

APPENDIX
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Hotel reviews case studies

APPENDIX
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What Thai shoppers dislike most when shopping online

APPENDIX
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Barriers to Thai Shopper’s purchasing online

APPENDIX
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Gen Y Customer Profile

APPENDIX

43

Consumer Attitudes to Return Policies
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Thailand Social Media Statistics
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What other social media platforms have been considered?
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What is the market penetration for Social Media as a platform for marketing?

Source: datareportal
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What other marketing trends are prevalent in Thailand?
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What platforms do Thai Millennials play games on?
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How is social media marketing seen to grow?
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What other Marketing platforms were discussed?

Graphic Design

Pop up Stores

Simple and ease to convey messages

Can clearly portray the authenticity and
diversity of products

Can be translated on social media platforms
cheaply

Can portray a more ‘personable’ experience
(more than just a website)

Doesn’t tend to drive direct engagement

With the rise of COVID-19, in person events
are restricted

Not always as memorable

Already done in the launch of Lazmall
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Case Study: The success of gamification in Thailand

We understand there was huge reach and engagement with Pokemon Go that Thailand has now
introduced an initiative to boost tourism.
Thai officials are in talks with the game’s producers Niantic to increase the number of rare Pokemon,
Pokestops and gyms used for playing the game.
The Thai government has already produced Pokemon maps to inspire more Pokemon tourism. But
they’ll be pushing to attract more fans of the hit game.
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What providers can help support the production of LazHome?

Playbasis produce mobile-first engagement solutions that attract,
connect, and retain customers. Launch your mobile strategy, or
enhance your existing properties, with Playbasis.
Playbasis focuses on B2B for annual contracts and currently has over
572,000 users and 15-16 servers on Amazon web cloud.
The clients are included True (a telco company), Tops (a supermarket
chain), and TMB (one of the largest Thai banks).
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Social Media Penetration
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Customer Experience Impact on Revenue
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Alibaba OPEX Benchmarks
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Thailand Influencer Marketing
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Thailand Millennial Gamer Statistics
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Thailand E-Commerce ATV
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Marketing Funnel Rates
Key Takeaways

CTR: 2.98%
CPC: $0.63
CVR: 3.26%
Rationale
A Facebook CTR, CPC and CVR were used as
these ads are directed at customers not
specifically looking to purchase the advertised
products.
Facebook and other social media utilise
targeted advertisements to create impressions
on the target market.
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WACC Calculation
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Financial Summary and CAPEX
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Free Returns and Customer Experience Summary
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Social Media and Influencer Marketing Summary
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LazHome and Brand Marketing Summary
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Revenue Impacts and Market Share
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NPV Waterfall
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LazMall MVP Revenue and Overall Market Sizing
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Social Media and Influencer Marketing Revenue
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LazHome and Brand Marketing Revenue
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Revenue Summary
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CAPEX Summary
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Fixed Opex including Wages, Rent, Coupons, Social Media Marketing and Influencer Marketing
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Variable Opex including additional return expenses and NPV Summary
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WACC Sensitivity Analysis

WACC Sensitivity Analysis
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Return Revenue, Customer Experience, Cost Per Click and Social Media Reach Sensitivity Analysis
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Influencer Return, Lazhome Player Conversion, Product Returns and Brand Conversion Sensitivity
Analysis
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